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Lyapunov Controller for Cooperative Space Manipulators
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The cooperativecontrol of multiplemanipulatorsattached to the samebase as they reposition a common payload
is discussed. The theory is easily applied to inertially based problems, as well as space-based free-� oating platforms.
The system equations of motion are developed, as well as a Lyapunov-based controller that ensures stability. The
closed chain aspect of the problem reduces the system’s degrees of freedom resulting in more actuators than
degrees of freedom. This actuator redundancy is used to minimize a weighted norm of the actuator torques. A
polynomial reference trajectory describes the path the payload will follow. The disturbance torque transmitted
to the spacecraft centerbody by the motion of the manipulators is reduced by altering the order of the reference
trajectory polynomial and its coef� cients. Results from a two-dimensional, dual-arm con� guration are included.
Compared to the Lyapunov point controller alone, the addition of a � fth-order polynomial reference trajectory
leads to superior performance in terms of actuator torque magnitudes, spacecraft centerbody attitude control, and
payload repositioning accuracy and time. An eighth-order polynomial reference trajectory results in only small
improvement over the � fth-order case.

Background

S PACE-based robotics platforms experience conditions unlike
those of their terrestrial counterparts. With respect to the dy-

namics of the systems, the most notable difference is the absence
of a � xed base on which to locate the manipulators. The conse-
quence of this difference is that motion of the space-basedmanipu-
lator transmits forces and moments to its mountingbase resulting in
translation and rotation of the base itself.1;2 Generally, this motion
is unwanted because the attitude control subsystem of the vehicle
must compensate. One can estimate the spacecraft attitude distur-
bance caused by manipulator motion and use that information to
command reaction wheels on the main body.3¡5 As an alternative,
one could try to minimize the attitude disturbance the manipulators
transmit to the main body.For a spacecraftwith a singlemanipulator
with redundant kinematics, the excess degrees of freedom can be
used to minimize reactions transmitted to the main body.6 Teleop-
erating a space manipulator to reduce satellite attitude disturbances
has also been studied.7 If the manipulator is suf� ciently redundant,
the attitude disturbancesmay be eliminated altogether.8

Using space manipulators to stabilize tethered satellite systems
has also been proposed.9 For spacecraftwith multiple manipulators,
cooperative control takes on more than one meaning. In one case,
one manipulator repositions an object while a second manipulator,
which is not graspingthe object,moves to providecounterbalancing
torques on the main body thereby reducing the spacecraft attitude
disturbance.10 A more traditional concept of cooperativecontrol of
multiple manipulators assumes the manipulators are each in con-
tact with the payload. One control strategy developed for a � xed-
base system controls the payload position and its internal forces
using a Lyapunov controller or an adaptive controller.11 A space-
based versionuses object impedancecontrol to position the payload
and control its internal forces.12 In this paper, cooperative control
means multiple manipulatorsgrasping a common object moving in
harmony to reposition the object. When more than one manipulator
graspsan object, theactuatorredundancycreatedby theclosedchain
dynamics permits tradeoffs to be made regarding how the actuators
are used. Through appropriate selection of weighting factors, the
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user has great � exibility in choosing to what degree each actuator
is involved in repositioning the payload.

The following development of an analytical model is based on
a multiple-manipulator space robotics system. The manipulators
alreadyhavea � rmgraspof thepayload.The initialconditionsfor the
system are known although there may be some error in thesevalues.
Desired� nal conditionsare alsoknown.The equationsofmotion are
derived from Lagrange’s equations. This results in a set of second-
order,nonlinear,coupled,differentialequations.The initial and � nal
boundary conditions for the payload are connected by means of
a reference trajectory. Based on the payload reference trajectory,
actuator torques are computed by means of inverse kinematics.The
actuator torques are modi� ed using a Lyapunov-derivedcontroller.
The controller compares the reference trajectories with the actual
trajectories. The reference trajectories are selected by means of an
optimization algorithm to reduce the attitude disturbance on the
main spacecraft.

Equations of Motion
Development of the analytical model is predicated on establish-

ing the variables and coordinate systems that will describe the sys-
tem. The most general case is for a spacecraft with n manipulators
involved in controlling the positioning of a common payload. The
centerbody,manipulatorlinks,and payloadare rigidbodies.A semi-
inertial axis system is located somewhere on the centerbody. The
origin of this coordinate system remains � xed to the spacecraft.
However, this coordinate frame maintains an inertial orientation.
The centerbodyattitude is referencedto this coordinateframe. Each
manipulator link has its own set of body axes. The axes for each
link are attached at the point of rotation nearest the centerbody.The
x axis for each link points along the longitudinal axis of the link.
The angles that describe link orientation are joint angles with two
subscripts. The � rst subscript indicates which manipulator the link
belongs to. The second subscript indicates the particular link of that
manipulator.The links are numbered outward from the centerbody.
The payloadpositionand orientation is referencedback to the coor-
dinate frame on the centerbody.The dual two-link manipulatorcase
is shown in Fig 1. To eliminate gravity, this two-dimensionalmodel
is in the horizontal plane. The z axis is perpendicular to the plane
of the motion. The generalized coordinates are

q D [µ0 µL1 µL2 µR1 µR2 µP X P YP ]T (1)
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Fig. 1 Dual two-link manipulator case: — , semi-inertial axes, and
— , body axes.

They include centerbody attitude, left and right arm joint angles,
payload attitude, and payloadcenter of mass Cartesian coordinates.
Like the centerbody angle, the payload angle is referenced to an
inertial coordinate frame. The mounting location for the left and
right shouldersare givenby the two constantanglesµL0 and µR0 . The
distances from the semi-inertial coordinate frame to the shoulders
are lL0 and lR0 .Link lengthsaredesignatedas lLi and lRi . Distancesto
linkcentersofmass contain the letterc. The controlactuatorsfor this
system consist of a reaction wheel mounted on the centerbody and
joint motors at the shoulder, elbow, and wrist of each manipulator.
The resulting control input vector is

u D [uwh u L S uL E uL W u RS u RE u RW ]T (2)

The � rst element is the reaction wheel torque. The next three ele-
ments are the shoulder, elbow, and wrist torques for the left manip-
ulator. The � nal three elements are for the right manipulator.

The equations of motion for this system are developed using
Lagrange’s equations for a dynamic system with holonomic con-
straints:

d
dt

@L

@ Pq
¡ @L

@q
D Q C AT ¸ (3)

subject to the constraint equations A Pq C A0 D 0, where L D T ¡ V;
T is kinetic energy,V is potentialenergy,q are the generalizedcoor-
dinates, Pq are the generalized velocities, Q are the applied noncon-
servative forces, and AT ¸ are the constraint forces. The constraints
are imposed by the geometry of the system.

Because of the closed chain nature of the system, the choice of
generalizedcoordinates in Eq. (1) is not a minimum coordinatefor-
mulation. Consequently, the constraint forces [last term in Eq. (3)]
will be nonzero.

Beginningwith Lagrange’s equation,the equationsof motion can
be rearranged into the alternate form

M.q/ Rq C G.q; Pq/ C @V

@q
D Q C AT ¸ (4)

where M is the inertiamatrix.The two-dimensionalsystem of Fig. 1
is con� ned to thehorizontalplane.This preventsgravityfromhaving
any effect and causes @V=@q D 0, which reduces Eq. (4) to

M .q/ Rq C G.q; Pq/ D Q C AT ¸ (5)

where M is a function of the generalized coordinates and can be
found by expressing the kinetic energy in the form

T D 1
2
PqT [M.q/]Pq (6)

The G matrix contains all of the centripetal and Coriolis terms.
It is most easily found using the following equations:

G.q; Pq/ D

PqT C .1/ Pq
PqT C .2/ Pq

: : :

PqT C .8/ Pq

(7)

C .i/
j k D 1

2

@ Mi j

@qk
C @Mik

@q j
¡ @ M j k

@qi

(8)

where C .i/
jk is the jkth element in the i th C matrix.

The nonconservative forces Q may be expressed as the product
of a control in� uence matrix and the input vector (Q D Bu). For
the con� guration of Fig. 1, the control in� uence matrix is

B D

1 0 0 ¡1 0 0 ¡1

0 1 0 ¡1 0 0 0

0 0 1 ¡1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 ¡1

0 0 0 0 0 1 ¡1

0 0 0 1 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(9)

The constraints matrix A is derived by writing the system con-
straints in the Pfaf� an form A Pq C A0 D 0. The system constraints
are those equations that describe the closed chain geometry of the
system. Explicit terms for the constraints matrix are developed in
the Appendix.

After substituting the matrix form of the generalized forces into
the equations of motion [Eq. (5)], one has

M Rq C G D Bu C AT ¸ (10)

Because the M; G; B, and A matrices have already been found,
the only remainingunknownsin Eq. (10) are thegeneralizedacceler-
ations, the actuator torques, and the Lagrange multipliers. By using
the equationsof motion and the Pfaf� an form of the constraints,one
can eliminate the Lagrange multipliers. The time derivative of the
constraint equations .A Pq C A0 D 0/ is

A Rq C PAPq D 0 (11)

Solving Eq. (10) for Rq and substituting the result into Eq. (11)
permits one to � nd an expression for the Lagrange multipliers

¸ D .AM¡1 AT /¡1.AM¡1.G ¡ Bu/ ¡ PA Pq/ (12)

Equation (12) can be substituted back into the equations of motion
[Eq. (10)] leaving the generalized accelerations and the actuator
torques as the only unknowns. As discussed in the next section,
torques are found by means of inverse kinematics.Once the torques
are known, the equations of motion can be integrated to � nd the
generalized coordinates as functions of time.

Inverse Kinematics
If themotionof the systemis to followa prescribedtrajectory,then

thegeneralizedaccelerationsat any pointon that referencetrajectory
are known.Using referencetrajectorydisplacements,velocities,and
accelerationsin the reference trajectory equivalent of the equations
ofmotion[(Eq. 10)] and of the Lagrangemultipliers[Eq. (12)] allow
one to solve for the actuator torquesneeded to produce the reference
accelerations.These equations are

Mref Rqref C Gref D Buref C AT
ref¸ref (13)

¸ref D Aref M
¡1
ref AT

ref

¡1
Aref M

¡1
ref .G ref ¡ Buref/ ¡ PAref Pqref (14)
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After substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (13), the terms can be rear-
ranged to produce equations of motion in the form

QM Rqref C QG D QBuref (15)

where

QM D Mref

QG D Gref ¡ AT
ref Aref M

¡1
ref AT

ref

¡1
Aref M

¡1
ref Gref ¡ PAref Pqref

QB D I ¡ AT
ref Aref M

¡1
ref AT

ref

¡1
Aref M

¡1
ref B

In this study, the total number of actuators is more than the sys-
tem degrees of freedom. This situation is caused by the geometric
constraintsof multiplemanipulatorshandlinga common objectpro-
ducingan excessof actuatorsas comparedto degreesof freedom.As
a result, there are an in� nity of solutions for the reference torques.
One method to select a speci� c solution is to establishand minimize
a cost function. An obvious cost function is a weighted norm of the
actuator torques

J D 1
2 uT

ref Wuuref (16)

where Wu is a user de� ned weighting matrix. The problem now
becomes one of minimizing the cost function [Eq. (16)] subject to
the constraint that the reference equations of motion are satis� ed
[Eq. (15)]. Augmenting the cost function with the constraint by
means of another Lagrange multiplier ° leads to

J D 1
2 uT

refWuuref C ° T . QBuref ¡ QM Rqref ¡ QG/ (17)

The minimum of the augmented cost function is found by taking
the gradient of Eq. (17) with respect to the reference torques and
with respect to the Lagrange multiplier. Each of the gradients is set
to zero as follows:

ruref J D 0 D Wuuref C QBT ° (18)

r° J D 0 D QBuref ¡ QM Rqref ¡ QG (19)

Equations (18) and (19) are two equations in two unknowns
(°; uref). To eliminate° , solve Eq. (18) for uref and substitute the re-
sult into Eq. (19). Solve this equation for ° and substituteback into
Eq. (18). Then solve for uref to get an expression for the reference
actuator torques:

uref D W ¡1
u

QBT QBW ¡1
u

QBT ¡1
. QM Rqref C QG/ (20)

Fig. 2 Desired repositioning maneuver.

These values for referenceactuatortorquesminimize the augmented
cost function [Eq. (17)] at each instant in time.

Lyapunov Controller
To develop a controller with guaranteed stability for this highly

nonlinear system, one could choose a Lyapunov approach. If one
substitutes Eq. (12) into Eq. (10) and solves for Rq, the result can be
expressed as

Rq D C1u C C2 Pq C C3 (21)

where

C1 D M¡1fI ¡ AT .AM¡1 AT /¡1 AM¡1gB

C2 D ¡M¡1 AT .AM¡1 AT /¡1 PA

C3 D M¡1fAT .AM¡1 AT /¡1 AM¡1 ¡ I gG

Similarly, the referencemaneuver accelerationscan be expressed
as

Rqref D C1ref uref C C2ref Pqref C C3ref (22)

where the ref subscripts on the C matrices indicate that reference
maneuver valuesneed to be used in their calculation.Let error quan-
tities between the actual variables and their reference maneuver
counterparts be de� ned by

±q D q ¡ qref; ± Pq D Pq ¡ Pqref; ± Rq D Rq ¡ Rqref (23)

Now de� ne an arbitrary error Lyapunov function as

U D 0:5.± Pq ¢ ± Pq/ C f .±q/ (24)

where f .±q/ ¸ 0. DifferentiatingEq. (24) results in

PU D ± Pq ¢ ± Rq C
i

@ f

@.±qi /
± Pqi (25)

Let

F D
@ f

@.±q1/

@ f

@.±q2/
¢ ¢ ¢

@ f

@.±q7/

T

(26)

Then Eq. (25) can be rewritten as

PU D ± Pq ¢ .± Rq C F/ (27)
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Substituting Eqs. (21) and (22) into Eq. (23) and then Eq. (23)
into Eq. (27) produces

PU D ± Pq ¢ [.C1u ¡ C1ref uref/ C .C2 Pq ¡ C2ref Pqref/ C .C3 ¡ C3ref/ C F]
(28)

If one lets the quantity inside the brackets of Eq. (28) equal
¡Kº± Pq where Kº is a positive de� nite matrix, then one is guar-
anteed that PU · 0 and, therefore, the system will be stable in the
Lyapunov sense. Kº is assumed to be a diagonal matrix with gen-
eralized coordinate vector velocity gains on the main diagonal and
zeros elsewhere. Solving Eq. (28) for command torques u leads to

Fig. 3 Lyapunov point controller angles.

Fig. 4 Lyapunov point controller command torques.

Fig. 5 Lyapunov point controller time-lapse stick � gure.

u D C †
1 [¡ Kº ± Pq C C1refuref ¡ .C2 Pq ¡ C2ref Pqref/ ¡ .C3 ¡ C3ref/ ¡ F]

(29)
Equation (29) � nds the torques that should be used rather than the

reference torques. C1 is an 8 £ 7 matrix so that C†
1 is its pseudoin-

verse.All that remains is to choosea functionfor f .±q/ that satis� es
f .±q/ ¸ 0. One can chose f .±q/ D 0:5±qT K P ±q, where K P has the
same diagonal form as Kº . This makes the error Lyapunov function
analogous to mechanical energy.

Reference Trajectories
The reference trajectoriesdescribe the nominal path that the sys-

tem follows in moving from the initial conditionsto the desired � nal
conditions.One need only specify reference trajectoriesfor as many

Fig. 6 Nominal � fth-order angles.

Fig. 7 Nominal � fth-order command torques.
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generalizedcoordinatesas there are degreesof freedom.The choice
of which generalized coordinates to specify is entirely arbitrary. A
reasonable choice is any set that includes the payload coordinates
and centerbodyattitudebecausethe user will probablybe especially
interested in these coordinates. Any path that connects the associ-
ated endpoints can be a reference trajectory. Recall, however, that
the usefulnessof the reference trajectoriesis to permit calculationof
the generalized coordinates positions, velocities, and accelerations
for use in the inversekinematicscalculations.To help ensure that the
payloaddoesnot experienceany unnecessaryjerk, one might further
constrain the path such that the velocitiesand accelerationsare zero
at the endpointsand continuousin between. Therefore,a convenient
form for the referencetrajectory is as a polynomial functionof time.
The user decides the maneuver duration in advance.The minimum-
order polynomial that satis� es the preceding boundary conditions
is

f .¿ / D 6¿ 5 ¡ 15¿ 4 C 10¿ 3 (30)

where ¿ is the normalized time, ¿ D .t ¡ t0/=.t f ¡ t0/, and t0 and
t f are maneuver start and stop times.

The followingequationsillustratehow this � fth-orderpolynomial
reference trajectory would apply to the payload attitudegeneralized
coordinate:

1µP D µP .t f / ¡ µP .t0/ (31)

µPref .t/ D µP .t0/ C .6¿ 5 ¡ 15¿ 4 C 10¿ 3/.1µP / (32)

PµPref .t/ D .30¿ 4 ¡ 60¿ 3 C 30¿ 2/.1µP /
1

t f ¡ t0
(33)

Rµ Pref .t/ D .120¿ 3 ¡ 180¿ 2 C 60¿/.1µP /
1

.t f ¡ t0/2
(34)

Table 1 System properties

Length, m Mass, kg Center of mass, m Moment of inertia, kg-m2 Shoulder location, deg
Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value

lL0 0.75 m0 5 lc0 0 I0 5 µL0 90
lL1 0.5 mL1 1 lcL1 0.25 IL1 0.02083 µR0 45
lL2 0.5 mL2 1 lcL2 0.25 IL2 0.02083 —— ——
lR0 0.5 m R1 1 lcR1 0.25 IR1 0.02083 —— ——
lR1 0.5 m R2 1 lcR2 0.25 IR2 0.02083 —— ——
lR2 0.5 m P 1 lcP 0.25 IP 0.02083 —— ——
lP 0.75

p
2 —— —— —— —— —— —— —— ——

Fig. 8 Nominal � fth-order time-lapse stick � gure.

Higher-order polynomials can increase the complexity of the
path but offer the advantage that an in� nity of polynomial coef� -
cients satisfy the position, velocity, and acceleration boundary con-
ditions. This affords an opportunity to select the coef� cients based
on another optimization function. Because a reaction wheel on the
centerbodywill be requiredto maintain spacecraftattitude, the reac-
tion wheel torque history is a prime candidatefor optimization.Pos-
sible cost functions include the integral of the absolute value of re-
actionwheel torque or the maximum reactionwheel torque given by

J D
t f

t0

juwheelj dt or J D max.juwheelj/ (35)

Results
The system used to generate these results is a dual two-link ma-

nipulatorcon� gurationsimilar to Fig. 1. The systempropertiesused
for the simulations are listed in Table 1.

The stick � gure representation of Fig. 2 depicts the initial and
� nal conditionsof the desired maneuver (payloadwill rotate 90 deg
and its right endpoint will � nish where the left endpoint started).
Four cases are presented to illustrate the system dynamics and the
effect of using a reference trajectory. In all but one case, the bound-
ary conditions of the payload are the same. All seven actuators are
weighted equally in the torque calculations [Eqs. (16–20)].

In the � rst simulation, the repositioning is done entirely by the
Lyapunov controller without the bene� t of a reference trajectory.
Figure 3 presents the angular displacement history. The payload
Cartesian coordinate pro� les (X P and YP ) are not shown but are
very similar in appearance to the payload attitude pro� le µP . The
asteriskson the right side of the plot indicate the desired� nal angles.
Although the system is approaching the desired � nal geometry, it
has not completely settled down even after 40 s. Position errors are
still present, as well as nonzero velocities. Also, the reaction wheel
torque is quite high during the maneuver (Fig. 4). The oscillatory
nature of the system is evident in the angular position and velocity
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plots. This behavior is also evident in Fig. 5, which shows a time-
lapse representation of the system geometry at several instances
during the maneuver. This controller also does a poor job of main-
taining the centerbodyattitude.This is clearly evident in Figs. 3 and
5. The attitude error peaks at about 16 deg.

The second simulation uses a � fth-order polynomial reference
trajectory[Eq. (30)] applied to the payloadgeneralizedcoordinates.
Commanded control torques are calculated based on Eq. (29). This
equation considers the errors with a reference trajectory, as well as
reference torques produced from minimizing a weighted norm of
the actuator torques associated with the reference trajectory. The
maneuver time was selected to be 10 s. As is evident in Fig. 6, the

Fig. 9 Perturbed � fth-order angles.

Fig. 10 Perturbed � fth-order command torques.

Fig. 11 Perturbed � fth-order time-lapse stick � gure.

system successfully moves from initial conditions to desired � nal
conditions.The command torques(Fig. 7) are an orderof magnitude
smaller than in the earlier case. More importantly, the centerbody
attitude is maintained throughout the maneuver. Figure 8 shows the
time-lapse depiction of the maneuver.

The third simulation is a variation on the second one. Everything
is the same exceptfor the initialconditions.The controlleris told that
the initial conditions are the same, but the true initial conditions are
such that the payload is tilted 10 deg. This case tests the stability of
the controllerand illustrates that perfect information is not required
in order to obtain good results. As can be seen in Figs. 9–11, the
simulation exhibits damped oscillatory behavior but not as severe
as the Lyapunov point controller.

The fourth simulation is the same as the nominal � fth-order case
except for the use of an eighth-order reference trajectory polyno-
mial. The polynomial was picked to minimize the integral of the
absolutevalue of the reactionwheel torque [Eq. (35)]. The resulting
polynomial is

f .¿/ D 0:0794¿ 8 C 0:6410¿ 7 C 0:0278¿ 6

C 1:2764¿ 5 ¡ 8:5973¿ 4 C 7:5727¿ 3 (36)

The trajectories that result from this polynomial are very similar
to the � fth-order reference trajectories. As one might expect, the
performance is also very similar.

Comparing the values producedby integrating the absolutevalue
of the reaction wheel torque [Eq. (35)] for the four simulations
providesa means to distinguishbetween the cases. A second metric
is the absolute value of the maximum reaction wheel torque [also
Eq. (35)]. Anotherobviouschoiceis to boundthecenterbodyattitude
error during each simulation.The resultsare summarized in Table 2.
Clearly the point controller is the worst controller based on all three
metrics. The differencebetween the nominal � fth- and eighth-order
tracking controllers is only slight.

Table 2 Comparisons of simulations

Centerbody
attitude

Controllers juwheelj dt jumax j error, deg

Lyapunov point controller 17.3841 2.9365 16.2261
Tracking controller

Nominal � fth order 0.5746 0.0961 0.0000
Perturbed � fth order 0.5748 0.1092 0.3565
Nominal eighth order 0.5705 0.0885 0.0000
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Conclusions
The problemof repositioninga payloadthatis graspedbymultiple

manipulators mounted on the same free-� oating base is addressed.
The closed chain nature of the problem allows for an in� nite set
of joint actuator torques to accomplish the maneuver. A technique
is presented whereby a weighted norm approach selects a torque
pro� le to use. Use of polynomial reference trajectory signi� cantly
improves the performance of the system. As the order of the poly-
nomial increases, the redundancy of the coef� cients can be used to
select values that lead to reduced centerbody attitude disturbance.
The biggest improvement is from including the polynomial trajec-
tory in the � rst place. The minimal improvement achieved by in-
creasing the order of the polynomial probably does not warrant the
additional computational expense.

Appendix: Dual Two-Link Manipulator Matrix Terms
For the dual two-linkmanipulatorcase shown in Fig. 1, the inertia

matrix is given by

M D

M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 0 0 0

M21 M22 M23 0 0 0 0 0

M31 M32 M33 0 0 0 0 0

M41 0 0 M44 M45 0 0 0

M51 0 0 M54 M55 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 IP 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 m P 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 m P

(A1)

where

M55 D IR2 C m R2lc
2
R2

M45 D M54 D M55 C m R2lR1lcR2 cosµR2

M23 D M32 D M33 C m L2lL1lcL2 cos µL2

M15 D M51 D M45 C m R2lR0lcR2 cos.µR1 C µR2/

M44 D M45 C IR1 C m R2lR1lcR2cos µR2 C m R1lc
2
R1 C m R2l

2
R1

M14 D M41 D M44 C lR0.m R1lcR1 C m R2lR1/cos µR1

C m R2lR0lcR2 cos.µR1 C µR2/

M33 D IL2 C mL2lc
2
L2

M22 D M23 C IL1 C mL2lL1lcL2 cosµL2 C m L1lc
2
L1 C m L2l

2
L1

M13 D M31 D M23 C mL2lL0lcL2 cos.µL1 C µL2/

M12 D M21 D M22 C lL0.mL1lcL1 C mL2lL1/cos µL1

C m L2lL0lcL2 cos.µL1 C µL2/

M11 D I0 C m0lc
2
0 C 2m R2lR0lcR2 cos.µR1 C µR2/

C .m R1 C m R2/l
2
R0 C 2lR0.m R1lcR1 C m R2lR1/cosµR1

C .m L1 C m L2/l2
L0 C 2lL0.m L1lcL1 C mL2lL1/cosµL1

C 2m L2lL0lcL2 cos.µL1 C µL2/ C M22 C M44

Because the generalized coordinates for the payload are refer-
enced to the centerbody coordinate frame, the inertia matrix is de-
coupled between the payload and the rest of the system. Coupling
does exist between the spacecraft centerbody and each of the ma-
nipulators.

To develop the constraints matrix A, the dual two-link manipu-
lator system described uses eight generalizedcoordinates.Because
this system has only four degrees of freedom, an additional four
equations are needed to describe the constraints. These equations
come from geometric relationships describing the payload center

of mass Cartesian coordinates in terms of the left and right arm
generalized coordinates:

X P D lL0 cos.µ0 C µL0/ C lL1 cos.µ0 C µL0 C µL1/

C lL2 cos.µ0 C µL0 C µL1 C µL2/ C lcP cosµP (A2)

YP D lL0 sin.µ0 C µL0/ C lL1 sin.µ0 C µL0 C µL1/

C lL2 sin.µ0 C µL0 C µL1 C µL2/ C lcP sin µP (A3)

X P D lR0 cos.µ0 C µR0/ C lR1 cos.µ0 C µR0 C µR1/

C lR2 cos.µ0 C µR0 C µR1 C µR2/ ¡ .lP ¡ lcP /cos µP (A4)

YP D lR0 sin.µ0 C µR0/ C lR1 sin.µ0 C µR0 C µR1/

C lR2 sin.µ0 C µR0 C µR1 C µR2/ ¡ .lP ¡ lcP /sin µP (A5)

To get thePfaf� an form,differentiateEqs. (A2–A5) and rearrange
terms. The followingequationsexpress the result.The constant term
A0 , is a zero vector:

A11 A12 A13 0 0 A16 ¡1 0

A21 A22 A23 0 0 A26 0 ¡1

A31 0 0 A34 A35 A36 ¡1 0

A41 0 0 A44 A45 A46 0 ¡1

Pµ0

PµL1

PµL2

PµR1

PµR2

PµP

PX P

PYP

D

0

0

0

0

(A6)
where

A16 D ¡lcP sinµP ; A26 D lcP cos µP

A36 D .lP ¡ lcP /sin µP ; A46 D ¡.lP ¡ lcP /cos µP

A45 D lR2 cos.µ0 C µR0 C µR1 C µR2/

A44 D A45 C lR1 cos.µ0 C µR0 C µR1/

A41 D A44 C lR0 cos.µ0 C µR0/

A35 D ¡lR2 sin.µ0 C µR0 C µR1 C µR2/

A34 D A35 ¡ lR1 sin.µ0 C µR0 C µR1/

A31 D A34 ¡ lR0 sin.µ0 C µR0/

A23 D lL2 cos.µ0 C µL0 C µL1 C µL2/

A22 D A23 C lL1 cos.µ0 C µL0 C µL1/

A21 D A22 C lL0 cos.µ0 C µL0/

A13 D ¡lL2 sin.µ0 C µL0 C µL1 C µL2/

A12 D A13 ¡ lL1 sin.µ0 C µL0 C µL1/

A11 D A12 ¡ lL0 sin.µ0 C µL0/
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